
Abstract
A method for reducing the power consumption in asyn-
chronous micropipeline-based circuits is presented. The
method is based around a new design for latch control-
lers in which the operating mode of the pipeline latches
(normally open/transparent or normally closed/opaque)
can be selected according to the dynamic processing
demand on the circuit. Operating in normally-closed
mode prevents spurious transitions from propagating
along a static pipeline, at the expense of reduced
throughput. Tests of the new latch controller circuits on
a pipelined multiplier datapath show that reductions in
energy per operation of up to 32% can be obtained by
changing to the normally-closed operating mode. Esti-
mates suggest that in a typical application which exhib-
its a variable processing demand, a power reduction of
between 16- 24% is possible, with little or no impact on
maximum throughput.

1. Introduction

Reducing power consumption in integrated circuits is
becoming increasingly important due to such driving
forces as the demand for longer battery life and heat dis-
sipation causing packaging difficulties. The absence of a
clock in asynchronous circuits gives them some inherent
advantages over synchronous circuits when designing
for low power. A global clock causes power-consuming
transitions throughout a circuit even when no useful
work is being done. Also, clock distribution across a cir-
cuit can consume large amounts of power (for example
~1/3 in the DEC Alpha [1]).

One of the great advantages of asynchronous circuits
is that it is possible to trade power consumption against
processing speed dynamically. In applications where the
processing demand is variable, it is possible to adapt the
supply voltage in order to meet the throughput require-
ments at a given instant (Adaptive Supply Voltage Scal-
ing or Just-In-Time Processing). An example has been
demonstrated of a DCC error correction circuit [2]
where an incorrect code word requires three times as
much processing as a correct code word. As 95% of code

words are correct, this allows a power saving of up to
80% by operating at reduced voltages during sequences
of correct code words. Another application that has been
demonstrated is a FIR filter bank for a hearing aid [3],
where the supply voltage is reduced when processing
low-level background noise. This kind of power saving
strategy would be very difficult to implement in a syn-
chronous circuit, as it would be necessary to reduce the
clock speed to match the increase in circuit delay. The
drawback to this method is the extra circuit complexity
involved in varying the supply voltage.

The types of asynchronous circuits considered here
are based around micropipelines [4], where timing of
data transfers is managed at a fine grain by communica-
tion between adjacent processing stages. Fundamental to
the design of micropipelines are latch controllers [5,6]
which are responsible for negotiating data transfers
between stages and passing data through at the appropri-
ate time. One of the decisions that must be made when
designing a micropipeline is how the pipeline latches are
to be operated. If the latches are normally open (trans-
parent) then data is passed down the pipeline as quickly
as possible. However, any spurious transitions generated
by the evaluation circuits are also propagated along the
whole pipeline, wasting power. If the latches are nor-
mally closed (opaque), then these transitions are blocked
at the expense of performance as the latches must be
opened before data can propagate.

This paper describes a type of asynchronous latch
controller whose operating mode can be selected by
means of a control signal. This allows power consump-
tion to be traded against speed with only a small increase
in circuitry compared to the fixed normally-open
designs. During periods of low demand, power con-
sumption is minimised by selecting the normally-closed
operating mode. This represents a significant power
reduction: a study of the synchronous ARM 6 processor
[7] has shown that a power saving of 35% could be
achieved in the ALU simply by using a normally-closed
latch on its input.
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2. Protocols in Asynchronous Circuits

The latch controllersconsideredin this paperusea
four-phasecommunicationprotocol,basedon Request
and Acknowledge signals, as shown in Figure 1.

The requestsignal indicatesthat datais readyfrom
theprecedingstage.Oncethedatahasbeenlatched,the
acknowledgesignal is sentback to allow the previous
stageto releasethedataandmoveto thenextitem to be
processed.Partof theprotocoldefinitionspecifieswhen
thedatais to bestable(thatis, whenthesendinglatchis
guaranteedto be closed).Latch controllersimplement-
ing two typesof protocolareconsideredin thispaper.In
the “broad” protocol, the data is held stablefrom the
assertionof Requestto theremovalof Acknowledge.In
the“broadish”protocol,thedatais heldstableonly dur-
ing theperiodthatRequestis active.Theseprotocolsare
in commonusein asynchronoussystemsasthey allow
theRequestsignalto alsobeusedasanenablesignalfor
processing logic.

Thelatchcontrolleropensandclosesthedatalatches
at theappropriatepointsin time, dependingon thepro-
tocol beingusedandtheoperatingmode.Theseoperat-
ing modesareshownin Figure3, with thenotationthat
whenenableis high, the latch is open.Theextratransi-
tion required to capture the data in normally-closed
operationslowsdowntheresponseof thehandshakecir-
cuit. This meansthat the normally-openoperationis
chosenwhereoperatingspeedis themostimportantcri-
terion.However,normally-closedoperationguarantees
that no spurioustransitionsarepropagatedthroughthe
pipeline,as the datais definedto be stableduring the
period when the latch is allowed to open.

Thesecircuitscanthenbebuilt upinto pipelineswith
processinglogic betweenthe sending and receiving
latches.Timing is managedthrougheithera completion
signal from the processinglogic or a matcheddelayin
thehandshakepath.A typicalpipelinestructureisshown
in Figure 2.
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3. Reconfigurable Latch Controllers

In manyapplications,ahighmaximumthroughputis
requiredbut this maximumthroughputis only needed
for small periodsof time, with periodsof lower load
betweenthem.This introducesthepossibilityof dynam-
ically reducingpower consumptionduring periodsof
low loadat theexpenseof reducingthroughput,suchas
in theadaptivevoltagescalingschemesdescribedprevi-
ously. A new form of latch controllercircuit hasbeen
developed,basedon the original normally-openlatch
controllerdesignsby membersof the AMULET group

[9]. Theseallow the operatingmode of the pipeline
latchesto be selectedby meansof an external“Turbo”
signal. When maximum throughput is required, the
Turbosignalis madehighandthelatchcontrollercircuit
operatesin normally-openmode.Whenthecircuit is less
heavilyloaded,theTurbosignalcanbebroughtlow. The
latchcontrollercircuit thenoperatesin normally-closed
modeandspurioustransitionsareblocked.Themodified
latchcontrollercircuitsareshownin Figure4 andFigure
5. The gateslabelled 'C' are Muller C elements,with
asymmetricalinputsindicatedby a'+' or '-' sign(affected
only by high or low inputs respectively).

Operation of Broad Protocol Latch Controller
When idle, Na is high and the state of the latch enable
line is controlled by the Turbo line. The operation of the
latch controller on receiving Rin then depends on the
state of Turbo.

If Turbo is low (normally-closed operation), receiving
Rin causes the latch to open. Once the latch is open,
the left-hand C gate drives Na low which causes the
latch to close and capture the data, and the right hand
C-gate to drive Rout high. Once the latch has finished
closing, Ain is asserted. Rin going low then resets the
input half of the circuit, and ensures that the latch
remains closed. When Aout is received, the right hand
C-gate removes Rout.

If Turbo is high (normally-open operation), receiving
Rin immediately causes Na to be driven low, causing
the latch to close and the right hand C-gate to drive
Rout high. When the latch has closed, Ain is asserted,
and Rin going low resets the input as above. Either
Rout or Aout being high holds the latch closed, and
Rout is reset by receiving Aout. The left hand C-gate
ensures that the latch be released before another Rin
can be acknowledged.

Operation of Broadish Latch Controller
The operation of this circuit is very similar to that of the
broad protocol controller. The main difference is that, in
this case, it is only Rout being high that holds the latch
closed. When Aout is received, the right hand C-gate
removes Rout which then gives control of the latch to
the Turbo input and allows the input stage to reset with
Rin going low.

Figure 4.  Broad Protocol Reconfigurable
Latch Controller

Figure 5.  Broadish Protocol Reconfigurable
Latch Controller



4. Verification of New Designs

The key requirement of asynchronous control circuits
is that they should be speed-independent, that is they
should operate correctly regardless of the delays of indi-
vidual circuit elements. The reconfigurable latch con-
trollers are based on conventional normally-open latch
controllers that have been used previously. The first step
in the evaluation of the new latch controller circuits was
to verify that the circuits are still speed independent and
that they implement the four-phase protocols correctly
using the Petrify tool [8]. To verify the circuits, signal
transition graphs for correct operation were derived. Pet-
rify was then used to synthesise speed independent cir-
cuits and the results compared with the original circuits.

The latch controller circuits are required to synchro-
nise three distinct sequences: the input Request /
Acknowledge cycle, the latch open and close cycle, and
the output Request / Acknowledge cycle. The time
sequences for these cycles are shown in Figure 6.

The cycles have to synchronise at different points,
depending on whether the broad or broadish protocol is
being implemented and in which mode the latches are to
be operated.

In order to allow for concurrency between the input
and output cycles it is necessary to add an internal state
variable, Na (as in Figure 4 and Figure 5). Na goes low
to indicate that a Request in has been accepted and
Acknowledge is pending. STGs for normally-open oper-
ation of the broad and broadish latch controllers exist
already [9] and are shown in Figure 7. It can be seen
from the signal transition graphs that the reopening of
the latches (En+) occurs immediately at the appropriate
point of the protocol.

For normally-closed operation, it is desired that the
latches remain closed until Rin is received. This can be
done in a straightforward manner by moving the arc
between Rin+ and Na- so that it goes instead between
Rin+ and En+, as shown in Figure 8. The operation will
then proceed correctly, with the latch opening and then
closing on receipt of Rin+.

The primary difference between the STGs for the two
operating modes is the position in the graph where the
latch is enabled. It is a relatively straightforward task to
combine the STGs for normally-open and normally-
closed operation by drawing a Petri net with a choice of
paths depending on the state of the external Boolean
control signal Turbo. In order that circuits could be syn-
thesised from the final Petri net, it was necessary to add
conditions on the Turbo signal changing state as well.
This requirement corresponds to the hazard that would
be caused by Turbo changing state during the period
between Rin-Ain cycles, when the state of the pipeline
latches is dependent solely on the state of the Turbo sig-
nal. As the data in the pipeline is not guaranteed to be
stable at this point, closing the pipeline latches risks
metastability. The precise setup and hold times on the
data for changes in the Turbo signal are dependent on the
setup and hold times of the pipeline latches and the prop-
agation delay from the Turbo input to the latch enables.
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From examination of the circuits in Figure 4 and Fig-
ure 5, it can be seen that the Turbo signal passes through
an OR gate with the Rin signal. Whenever Rin is high,
the output of this OR gate will be independent of the
state of Turbo. Changes in the Turbo signal will be iso-
lated from the rest of the circuit, and the latch enables in
particular. It was therefore chosen that Rin being high
should be the condition for changing Turbo. On putting
this condition into the mixed STG / Petri nets, it was
found that speed independent circuits could be synthe-
sised and that they were identical to the original designs.

5. Controlling the Turbo signal

As discussed previously, it was necessary to form
timing requirements on when the state of the Turbo sig-
nal can change. These timing requirements mean that it
is not possible to have a global Turbo signal. Instead,
Turbo is passed down the pipeline by edge-triggered
latches clocked by Rin as shown in Figure 9.

It should be noted that this is not a truly speed-inde-
pendent way of passing the data, as it is theoretically
possible for the previous latch controller in the pipeline
to move onto the next input cycle before Turbo can be
captured, thereby risking metastability. It is therefore
necessary to ensure that the time taken to capture Turbo
from Rin going high is much less than the time taken for
the Rin - Ain cycle of the previous stage. In practice, this
is likely to always be the case as the Rin - Ain cycle is
slowed by the processing delay of the previous stage.

It is necessary to develop a scheme to decide the state
of the Turbo signal at any given time. One possible
example of how the choice of Turbo signal could be
made is shown in Figure 10. In this example, the occu-
pancy of a FIFO buffer is used to determine the operat-
ing mode of the latches. This would be suitable for a
DSP type application where an operation is performed
on an incoming input stream. An alternative way of con-
trolling Turbo, in a microprocessor for example, would
be to have it under software control. When the system
was switching into a high demand state (for example,
going from idle to call mode in a digital cellular phone
system) a Turbo bit could be set and allowed to propa-
gate throughout the system.

6. Test Circuit Design

In order to test the new latch controller circuits, the
designs were incorporated into a substantial circuit con-
sisting of a pipelined 32x32 bit multiplier datapath. The
block diagram of the multiplier is shown in Figure 11.
The circuit has a five-stage pipeline and should therefore
show a clear difference between normally-open and nor-
mally-closed operating mode. Multiplication is a typical
operation in digital signal processing, an area where low
power is becoming increasingly important for applica-
tions such as cellular phone handsets.

The circuit is based around arithmetic elements of the
AMULET3i processor [10]. Full-custom layout for the
datapath was chosen, as the layout cells were already
available, in order to provide more accurate results.
Interconnection delays are becoming increasingly sig-
nificant as design rules are scaled down. A full layout
simulation displays timing behaviour significantly dif-
ferent from a circuit simulation that does not take these
interconnection lengths into account. The generation and
propagation of glitches is critically dependent on timing,
so that precise simulations are essential for accurate
power estimation.
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Booth encoding of the multiplier is used to halve the
number of additions required, and redundant carry-save
addition is used at each stage. The partial sum and carry
is resolved using a full adder at the end of the pipeline.
The design uses the Booth multiplexer, and 4:2 compres-
sor layout cells and also the full adder from the
AMULET3i ALU. Eight bits of the multiplier are
encoded at each pipeline stage. Timing at each stage is
managed by an extra stripe in the datapath which mimics
worst-case data along the critical path of the stage.

7. Tests Performed

The main parameters under test were the differences
in energy efficiency and throughput between the config-
urable latch controllers in normally-open and normally-
closed operating mode, and the conventional normally-
open latch controllers on which they are based.

The power wasted by the passage of spurious transi-
tions is strongly dependent on the pipeline occupancy. If
the pipeline is partially full then any spurious transitions
will be blocked at the first full stage. To investigate this
effect, a C language model was written to send input data
so as to try and maintain a certain level of pipeline occu-
pancy. The model was also designed so that the arrival
of the multiplier and multiplicand could be skewed in
time.

EPIC Timemill was used to analyse the throughput of
the pipeline using each latch controller. The throughput
was measured with different pipeline occupancies, in
each case operating the reconfigurable latch controllers
in both normally-open and normally-closed mode. Ran-
dom data was used for the multiplier input as the per-
formance is not data-dependent.

EPIC Powermill was used to provide the relative
comparisons of energy consumption in this study.

Tests were performed with each type of latch control-
ler for different levels of pipeline occupancy. The effects
of skewing the inputs were investigated for the case of a
pipeline occupancy of one. Again, the reconfigurable
latch controllers were tested in both normally-open and
normally-closed mode and were compared in their per-
formance against the conventional normally-open latch
controllers.

Power consumption is strongly data dependent, and
so two separate sets of tests were performed. The first set
was run with random input data, while the second set
used simulated data from an 8-pole FIR low-pass filter
operation on an excerpt of sampled speech. Data sets
from real applications display correlations between suc-
cessive values which can strongly affect power con-
sumption due to reduced numbers of changing bits, and
can also have sections of low level signals which exhibit
frequent sign changes, possibly increasing power con-
sumption. A filtering operation is typical of the input to
the multiplier in DSP applications.
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8. Results

8.1. Throughput Tests

The throughput results in Figure 12 show an increase
in throughput up to an occupancy of three, after which
no further increases occur and the multiplier pipeline
operates at its maximum speed.

The broad protocol configurable latch controller
shows an increase in throughput of 6.8% for the nor-
mally-open case over the normally-closed case when the
pipeline is operating at maximum throughput. The dif-
ference is greater when the pipeline was operating with
lower occupancy, with an increase of 12.4% when oper-
ating with a single item in the pipeline at any time.

The broadish protocol configurable latch controller
shows an increase in throughput of 7.8% for normally-
open mode over normally-closed when operating at
maximum throughput. The increase in throughput when
running with single items in the pipeline is 12.5%.

It is to be expected that the configurable latch control-
lers would have a slight performance penalty over the
conventional latch controllers. The configurable latch
controllers have an extra input to the NAND gate con-
trolling the latch enable signal. This requires a pair of
extra transistors in the gate tree, and also implies extra
capacitance. It was found that the broad protocol config-
urable latch controller had a penalty in maximum
throughput of 4.2% when compared to the fixed nor-
mally-open latch controller. However, the broadish pro-
tocol configurable latch controller had a negligible
difference in maximum throughput. The broadish proto-

col allows for the latches to be freed up before the
Acknowledge cycle has completed at the output. This
overlap improves the performance of the broadish proto-
col when operating at maximum capacity, and hides the
reduced performance due to the configurable latch con-
troller circuit

8.2. Power Consumption Tests: Random Data

The graphs of energy consumed per operation against
pipeline occupancy in Figure 13 show that the power
consumed using normally-open latch controllers
decreases as the pipeline progressively becomes more
full. This is to be expected from the simple model of spu-
rious transition propagation; transitions can propagate
less far as the pipeline becomes more congested. It is
interesting to note that using normally-closed latch con-
trollers causes the energy consumed per operation to
become virtually constant.

When using the broad protocol configurable latch
controller the energy per operation decreases by 1.8% in
normally-closed mode, as compared to normally-open
mode, when running at maximum throughput. When
operating with a single input value at a time, the differ-
ence between the operating modes becomes much more
significant, with an increase in energy per operation of
21% for normally-open mode over normally-closed
mode. The difference for a single input value becomes
even greater when the multiplier and multiplicand inputs
are also skewed in time, giving a 32% increase in energy
per operation.
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When using the broadish protocol configurable latch
controller there is a negligible decrease in energy con-
sumption in normally-closed mode as compared to nor-
mally-open mode at maximum throughput. The
difference increases to 21% when operating with a sin-
gle data item in the pipeline, and goes up to 32% when
the multiplier and multiplicand inputs are also skewed in
time.

8.3. Power Consumption Tests: FIR Filter
Operation Data

Figure 13 shows the same trends when using the FIR
filter data as seen with the random data. However, the
average energy consumed per operation is around half
that of the random data case. This is due to the correla-
tions between successive data values, which means that
fewer bits change on average than for random data. Also,
the data input is held constant while each of the 8 filter
coefficients is applied, leading to even less input activ-
ity. It should be noted that, due to simulation time con-
straints, only a few hundred sample values were
processed. This means that there is no change in the
characteristics of the signal during the period of simula-
tion which may cause increased activity, such as a sec-
tion of low-level signal or noise with frequent sign
changes.

When using the broad and broadish protocol config-
urable latch controllers, an increase in energy per multi-
plication of only 7.7% and 8.3% respectively for the FIR
filter data was observed between normally-open and
normally-closed operation with a single data item in the

pipeline. This is much less of a difference than was
observed with random input data (21%), and again is due
to the fact that the multiplicand input is held constant
over each of the 8 FIR coefficients and that successive
multiplicand values are correlated, leading to signifi-
cantly less switching activity. Also, no increase in power
consumption was observed when the inputs were
skewed in time, as at least one input is always staying
constant.

9. Conclusions

The results show that the use of reconfigurable latch
controllers can make a significant difference to the
power efficiency of an asynchronous system. The broad-
ish protocol configurable latch controller in particular
gives the possibility of reduced power consumption
without a significant impact on maximum performance
while the broad protocol configurable latch controller
suffers a slight (4.2%) throughput penalty.

Improvement in overall power efficiency relies on
there being a difference in the maximum and typical
throughput required of the circuit. The best improve-
ment in power efficiency is obtained when the pipeline
is mostly empty during quiet periods. In the circuit under
test, this would imply a throughput requirement 2-3
times greater in the maximum case than the typical case,
which is a similar performance ratio to that of the Phil-
lips DCC error correction circuit [2]. Assuming that sim-
ilar differences in energy consumption could be obtained
for this circuit as for the test circuit using random data,
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then reduction in average power consumption of
between16% and 24% could be expectedat a greatly
reducedcircuit cost comparedto the adaptivesupply
method.

The amountof power dissipatedthrough spurious
transitions is strongly dependenton the input signal
characteristics.Whereinput operandsto the circuit are
skewedin time, the power saving in normally-closed
modeis considerablygreaterthanif they arepresented
simultaneously.However,in someinstanceswheresuc-
cessiveinputvaluesonly changeslightly, thereappearto
befewerspurioustransitionsandsothereis lessbenefit
to beobtainedfrom usingtheconfigurable-latchcontrol-
lers.

Thecostof theconfigurablecontrollersthemselvesis
negligible. However,careful analysisis requiredof a
given application to see whether or not the benefits
obtainedfrom using the configurablelatch controllers
outweightheincreasedcircuit costof implementingthe
Turbosignal.If thereis asignificantdifferencebetween
maximumandtypical operatingspeeds,andthecircuits
aresuchthat largenumbersof spurioustransitionsare
generatedwithin thecircuit, thentheconfigurablelatch
controllers could make a very significant power saving.
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